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Stars are phoenixes,
rising from their own 
ashes.

Abstract

Phoenix.Pixels is a NFT collection with 7007 

initial items, developing Phoenix: Wars, 

a P2E (Play to earn) Battle Cards Game 

on Elrond Blockchain, with it's proprietary 

Token, $PIXEL.

One of our main goals is to bring the 

community together by also forming a D.A.O 

and allocate a percentage of our revenue to 

the Charity program.

We are gamifying the NFT space and bring 

real utility to our collection by rewarding our 

holders, stakers and, of course, respected 

investors.

The gameplay model is built so it only 

increases the value of the items available in 

the game, while also giving full ownership to 

the users.

The DeFi Gamification of NFTs and the 

Elrond-Ethereum bridge is bringing a new 

hungry wave of enthusiasts and we have 

to show them that Elrond offers the optimal 

solutions.

Building on the Elrond Blockchain is our 

best option, allowing us to have great 

partnerships and build with other projects.
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NFT Collection Funds Allocation
Phoenix.Pixels is a collection of 7007 mythical birds, with a wide variety of 

traits and values. Artwork was carefully designed and A.I. randomly generated 

so each character it's a unique combination, adding 49 'Alpha' Characters, 

whose traits are custom curated.

Our goals and actions are and will forever be fully transparent, proposed to 

voting and each one of you will have a voice in our decisions as a DAO.

The DAO and Farming are launched after the 1st Public Sale and holding at 

least 1 NFT in your wallet qualifies you as a member.This gives you the power 

of decision in funds allocation matters, meaning that you can propose to vote 

on your favourite charity organization or which pool or farm we should jump 

in.

NFT Collection Sales
Royalties - 17%

Farming/Staking Pool - 65%

Most of the funds are headed to 

Maiar Exchange to provide liquidity 

and earn LKMEX rewards. Those 

rewards are then distributed bi-

weekly to the holders. We are also 

considering an EGLD staking pool 

to earn & distribute EGLD rewards.

The D.A.O.

Charity Program
Seeing the current global situation we can not stand by and we feel the urge 

to give a helping hand by allocating a percentage of the revenue to the voted 

organization/cause.

The Game

Phoenix: Wars is a battle cards game based on our NFT collection, 

designed via smart contracts, with P2E (Play to earn - $PIXEL) and P4F (Play 

for fun - XP Points) systems integrated.

The token
$PIXEL is what powers the whole mechanics of the platform. It`s the way you 

deploy your Phoenixes into battle, it`s what you win in a match and the in-

game currency for collectibles and power-ups and future mutations & fusions. 

Staking system is also implemented in the platform and you can stake your 

NFTs, collectibles, $PIXEL or pairs of those for even more $PIXEL.

Project Maintenance - 15%

The complexity of the project 

is demanding this percentage 

of the revenue to be assigned 

to marketing and development 

sectors. Giveaways are also done 

from this split.

Charity - 10%

Funds will be sent to a separate 

wallet and after each Charity 

Vote event we will donate 

the funds to the chosen NGO, 

Association, Foundation or Cause.

Team - 10%

Owner - 4%

Dev - 4%

Others - 2%
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Phoenix:Wars
 
Game Mechanisms

$PIXEL

Supply: 100.000.000

68% Issued by winnings

2% to ODIN Defi

5.5% to Project Wallet

24.5% Issued and Distributed as below👇

þ 1.000.000 to 100 Game Passes (10K per ticket) 
þ 10.000.000 to NFT staking pool 
þ 10.000.000 to Token staking pool 
þ 500 per Phoenix = 3.503.000 (Airdrop)

👇 No burning. 
Winning Bonus drops gradually to 0% when all tokens are minted.

Play & Earn

$PIXEL is used to pay deploying fees, then used to reward 

the winning players. Supply is therefore issued by bonus 

rewards.

Tokenomics

Play 2 Earn - $PIXEL

PvP Mode

Each player pays 
$PIXEL to deploy 
Phoenixes into 

battle.

Winner gets the prize 
pool +30% BONUS.

Players pay $PIXEL deploying fees in order to battle Phoenixes.

Based on the total rarity score, Phoenixes will be assigned in 

a match. This should ensure assigning an opponent with a closer 

rank to yours.

þ 1st battle is calculated by weapon`s rarity score. 

þ 2nd battle is calculated by weapon`s rarity + potion rarity 

score / 2. 

þ 3rd battle is calculated by aura`s rarity score + anima rarity 

score /2.

Win the match by winning 2 out of 3 battles fought.

There are 3 game modes available: PvP, Factions, Degen (Betting).

The Factions are going to be formed by the community on Discord. 

Rewards System

Faction Mode

Each faction sets 
their time and date 

of the battle.

They settle on an 
equal number of 

Phoenixes to deploy.

Each player pays 
deploying fees.

Winners split the 
pool + 10% BONUS 

Degen Mode

Player bets any 
amount of $PIXEL.

When the bet is 
matched by an 

opponent player can 
choose Phoenix(es) 

to deploy.

Winner gets the 
prize pool.

Play 4 Fun - XP Points

PvP Mode

WIN - 100 XP
DEFEAT - 50 XP

Faction Mode

Per Faction: 
Win - 500 
Lose - 200

Per Player: 
Win - 200 
Lose - 100

Degen Mode

WIN - 300 XP 
DEFEAT - 100 XP

Staking

$PIXEL can be staked to earn more $PIXEL 

Phoenixes can be staked to earn $PIXEL 

Phoenixes + $PIXEL can be paired to earn 1.2x $PIXEL

In-game Currency

$PIXEL is used to access the Fusion & Mutation system as 

well as the latest collectibles, power-ups, potions, weapons 

& other items released in the game.

D.A.O Voting

Holders lock $PIXEL to vote on the most important project 

decisions like roadmap changes, funds allocation and more.

Use Cases

Tokenomics
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Roadmap v2.0
Roadmap is already at it's second version and can suffer modifications in terms of either delayed or earlier 

releases and achievements.

Q4 2022

February

þArtwork and concept 
þTrust.Market listing 
reservation 
þTraits upgrades 
þGenerating items & rarities 
þSneak-peek website build 
þDiscord and Twitter LIVE 
þBuilding the roadmap

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Q1 2023

Q3 2022

1st Phase

2nd Phase

3rd Phase

4th Phase

5th Phase

March

þAngels` descending 
þConsulting with the Angels 
þIntro Video 
þOrganic growth 
þBuilding the community 
þPaid marketing 
þSettle down collabs 
þNFT Giveaway 
þSocial engagement 
þDISCORD games with prizes 
þWHITELIST mint event

þSecond Markets Verifications

þMarketing Phase

þStrategic Partnerships

þPUBLIC SALE #1

þSmart Contract Upgrade

þRoadmap Upgrade

þ$PIXEL Token release

þStaking goes LIVE

þGiveaways

þMarketing Phase

þLimited VIP Game Passes

þ$PIXEL Airdrop

þAlpha Game Release

þPUBLIC SALE #2

þCharity Event #1

þDAO & Charity Voting Event

þFusions & Mutations

þCollectibles Launch & 
Airdrop

þNFT Realm/Metaverse Collab

þStrategic Partnerships

þDAO & Charity Voting Event

þCharity event #2

þRewarding players and 
factions based on the 
leaderboard

þBeta Game Release

þInfluencer Collab

þFloor sweep Giveaway

þCharity Voting Event

þChristmas Charity Event

þRTM Game Release þ3D Collection Launch

þNYE Virtual Party

þSurprise Airdrop

To be continued by community...
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Scarcity

Only 100 Game Passes Available 
Holders of 10+ Phoenixes get it as free Airdrop
10 Tickets reserved for marketing purposes

Benefits
Grants Early Acces to future collections, items & features

10.000 $PIXEL instant allocation

Free Airdrops

Price

1 eGLD [90 Tickets]

How will the revenue on these be used?

This will fund the development of the game, writing and de-

ploying the Smart Contracts, building the front and back-end 

as well as the initial graphics.

The Team

Ciprian Titire aka Psychotoxic
Creator

Markus
Marketing Advisor

dmn
Dev

Sufian
Ambassador

16 yrs - Graphic and Web Design

6 yrs - Bussiness Management

4 yrs - Crypto

Psychology graduate

Master of Code. Average nerd stuff enjoyer.

9 yrs - General programming

30+ Elrond SCs in production on Mainnet

Reputable Elrond investor.

Admin of Elrond Spanish Community.

8 yrs - Community Manager for Entities & Companies

5 yrs - Crypto & Stocks Investor

Bussines Administration Graduate

VIP Game Passes
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Web 2 :

Web 3 :

e-Mail :

www.phoenixpixels.eu

www.phoenixpixels.nft

phoenixpixels@pm.me

http://www.phoenixpixels.eu 
http://www.phoenixpixels.nft 
mailto:phoenixpixels%40pm.me?subject=

